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ABSTRACT
A Photogrammetric On-Orbit Inspection for
Orbiter Thermal Protection System. (December 2005)
Peter Paul Gesting, B.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. John E. Hurtado
Due to the Columbia Space Shuttle Accident of February 2003, the Columbia
Accident Investigation Board determined the need for an on-orbit inspection system
for the Thermal Protection System that accurately determines damage depth to 0.25”.
NASA contracted the Spacecraft Technology Center in College Station, Texas, for a
proof-of-concept photogrammetric system. This system involves a high quality digital
camera placed on the International Space Station, capable of taking high ﬁdelity
images of the orbiter as it rotates through the Rendezvous Pitch Maneuver. Due to
the pitch rotation, the images are tilted at diﬀerent angles. The tilt causes the damage
to exhibit parallax between multiple images. The tilted images are therefore registered
to the near-vertical images using visually striking features on the undamaged surface
of the Thermal Protection System that appear in multiple images taken at diﬀerent
tilt angles. The images become relatively oriented after registration, and features in
one image are ensured to lie on the epipolar line in the other images. Features that
do not lie on the undamaged surface, however, are shifted in the tilted images. These
pixels are matched to the near-vertical image using a sliding-window area-matching
approach. The windows are matched using a least-squares error method. The change
in location for a pixel in a tilted image from its expected location on the undamaged
surface is called the pixel disparity. This disparity is linearly scaled using the tilt
angle and the pixel sampling to determine the depth of the damage at that pixel
iv
location. The algorithm is tested on a set of damaged tiles at the Johnson Space
Center in Houston and the photogrammetric damage depth is then compared to a set
of truth data provided by NASA. The photogrammetric method shows promise, with
the 0.25” error limit being exceeded in only a few pixel locations. Once the camera
properties are fully known from calibration, this systematic error should be reduced.
vNow therefore and always be ascribed as is most justly due all might, dominion,
majesty, glory, honor, and power to the Unity indivisible, the Trinity of sovereign
love, God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The space shuttle Columbia disaster of February 2003 brought to the forefront of
NASA’s attention the danger posed to the space shuttle tile Thermal Protection Sys-
tem (TPS). The thermal tile system is designed to ensure that the enormous heat
generated upon orbiter re-entry does not harm the orbiter or its crew. Upon inspec-
tion, the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) determined that the cause
of the crash was a piece of foam from the external tank that broke oﬀ during ascent
and impacted the leading edge of Columbia’s left wing, damaging the Reinforced
Carbon-Carbon (RCC) panels. Upon re-entry, hot gases of up to 3000◦F entered the
breach and caused the break-up of Columbia over the Western United States[1].
The Board mandated three major improvements that were necessary before a
return to ﬂight and required as part of all future ﬂights. These improvements were
a redesign of critical points of the external tank foam that were likely to break oﬀ,
an increase in the visual monitoring of the orbiter during take-oﬀ and ascent, and
an on-orbit inspection of the tile TPS[2]. NASA decided that an on-orbit thermal
tile inspection system would have to be implemented for the remainder of the shuttle
missions. NASA is currently looking at multiple tile inspection systems, one of which
has already ﬂown[3, 4].
The most common cause of damage to the orbiter thermal tiles is from the foam
placed on the external tank to keep the liquid hydrogen and oxygen fuel cold. During
takeoﬀ and ascent through the atmosphere, the force of the engines causes a great
deal of vibration, which can cause the foam to shed oﬀ the tank. The piece that shed
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2oﬀ Columbia’s external tank was from the bipod ramp, where the ET is attached to
the orbiter. Due to the speed of the orbiter through ascent and the drag associated
while still in the atmosphere, pieces of foam can be accelerated to very high speeds
after being shed; in the case of the Columbia accident, up to 500 mph[1]. Therefore
in addition to an on-orbit tile inspection system, NASA has also redesigned the ET
foam so as to reduce the chance of large chunks of foam falling oﬀ and damaging the
tiles[5].
A. Inspection Requirements
NASA has contracted the Spacecraft Technology Center (STC) to provide a means
of detecting damage to the orbiter thermal tile protection system while on-orbit. The
current active system using the robotic arm laser/camera system is bulky, time con-
suming, and expensive. It also requires a 50ft extension to the orbiter boom arm.
Because this system is an active laser system, the tip of the boom and extension
must be maneuvered beneath the orbiter to image the bottom of the vehicle. There
is therefore an increased chance for damage to the TPS tiles from inadvertently im-
pacting the tiles with the boom. This requires signiﬁcant time and training for the
boom operator to ensure a safe operating procedure. Therefore a signiﬁcant portion
of mission time must be used for the boom imaging.
The requirements of the inspection system are to be able to resolve damage depth
correctly to within 0.25” and resolve damaged areas laterally as small as 0.3”. The
STC, along with researchers from Florida Atlantic University (FAU) and Texas A&M
University, has proposed a passive system using a high resolution camera stationed on
the International Space Station (ISS). The researchers at FAU have developed a high
resolution black and white digital camera for this project. The camera will be based
3on the ISS and positioned to look in the nadir direction toward Earth. During the
Rendezvous Pitch Maneuver (RPM), which the orbiter will perform before docking
with the ISS, the camera will take pictures of the bottom of the orbiter as it spins
600ft beneath the ISS. Using a 600mm lens and a 1.4x optical extender with a pixel
base of 3840x2160, the camera will be able to take high ﬁdelity images of the bottom
of the orbiter. Since the images are in black and white, only gray levels will be
available in the images. An example of the image is given in Figure 1. This image is
a simulation of the ﬁdelity that will be obtained from this system.
B. Research Objectives
Photogrammetry has been primarily used for aerial photos[6, 7, 8]. Aerial photogram-
metry is primarily used for certain feature points that are available in two images to
determine an altitude map. Machine vision is a more modern approach that uses close
range photogrammetry and a few distinct points to determine surface geometry[9].
This research will use certain aspects of both approaches, for greater precision than
aerial photogrammetry and at a greater distance than machine vision.
For aerial photogrammetry, most of the development has been for vertical or
near-vertical photographs, where the camera and the plane of the object space are
perpendicular. Moving the camera from one position to another while keeping the
camera perpendicular to the object space can induce parallax for objects that are
diﬀerent distances from the camera. There are several factors, however, that prevent
this setup for our current problem. First, a requirement from NASA is that the in-
spection system be able to see lateral features on the tile at a resolution of 0.3”. Given
the size of the orbiter (120’x80’), the size of the pixel base would have to be enormous
to accommodate the same features in a vertical alignment and a lateral shifting of the
4Fig. 1. Example Tile Image.
orbiter while still resolving features of this size. Second, it is not practically feasible
to maneuver the orbiter in an accommodating manner: in order for the bottom of the
orbiter to be exposed to the camera, the orbiter must be ‘upside down’ with respect to
the ISS, so the orbiter pilot will be unable to maintain visual reference with the ISS.
It would therefore be extremely dangerous in close relative motion maneuvers without
visual reference to try to shift the orbiter laterally. However, photogrammetry still
requires parallax to determine the depth of the damage. Therefore the camera will
5take images as the orbiter pitches through a full rotation during the RPM. Instead of
moving the camera with a stationary object, parallax is introduced by rotating the
object through many angles before a stationary camera. Therefore a further study
into the depth due to parallax from non-vertical images will be undertaken to satisfy
this physical constraint.
The scope of this research is to undertake to develop a set of photogrammetry
algorithms to determine the damage depth from the high resolution photos. Given a
set of images from the high resolution camera of a damaged area, these algorithms
should correctly resolve the lateral and depth dimensions of damaged areas to within
the required speciﬁcations. Because the images will not be vertical images with
parallax from changing camera position, the algorithms will need to take into account
the orientation and position of the tiles in the images and determine the respective
parallax.
The default sampling will be the ﬁeld of view of the camera with the lens and
extender divided by the pixel base. If this sampling is too small, then the pixel to
pixel noise will give false information. If the sampling is too large, however, then
the necessary resolution from the project speciﬁcations will not be met. There is an
inverse correlation of the resolution of the lateral features to the depth of the damage,
therefore the resolution will have to be great enough to not alias the photos, but not
so great that the noise in one direction requires a re-sampling with the results of
losing resolution in the other.
6CHAPTER II
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
The idea of photogrammetry has been around for many decades. This concept is
able to determine relative and absolute positions and orientations of objects from
photographs, based upon knowledge of the camera properties[10]. Much of the original
and current use has been for aerial photography and elevation data.
A. Parallax
The diﬀerence in perspective between two objects in two diﬀerent photos based upon
change in the position of either the object or camera is called parallax. Using two
pictures of the same feature taken from diﬀerent camera positions, one can determine
relative and absolute elevation (relative to a datum) from the parallax between the
two photos, as seen in Figure 2, where P is the focal plane, B is the photo base, f is
the focal length, and the parallax is given by x1−x2. Taking the triangle (B2, O2, a2)
 
P 
B1 B2 
A 
x1 x2 
O1 O2 
f 
a1 a2 
Fig. 2. Example of Parallax.
7and placing it alongside triangle (B1, O1, a1) produces the drawing in Figure 3. Using
 
P 
B1 B2 
A 
x1 x2 
O1 
O2 
f 
a1 a2
’ 
H 
B 
p 
Fig. 3. Similar Triangles.
similar triangles (B1, B2, A) and (B1, a1, a
′
2) one can obtain Equation 2.1, where H is
the elevation of point A.
B
H
=
p
f
(2.1)
In our application, however, we will be interested in the change of elevation from two
diﬀerent object points. For object point 1 with elevation h1 and parallax p1, and
object point 2 with elevation h2 and parallax p2, one can show Equation 2.2.
Δh = h2 − h1 = Bf
p2
− Bf
p1
Δh = Bf
(
1
p2
− 1
p1
)
= Bf
(
Δp
p1p2
)
(2.2)
This formulation has made use of a number of assumptions, including equal exposure
height, equal focal length, and equal and vertical exposure stations. However, it is
the basic formulation for the project[11].
8CHAPTER III
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Photogrammetry was developed for, and has traditionally been used for, analog, or
ﬁlm images. However, the projective mathematical concepts that were developed for
analog images are the same when applied to digital images. Digital images, however,
provide many advantages to analog images. Digital images are stored in a computer,
therefore a computer can be used to perform speciﬁc processes uniformly to the image
very quickly. Also, a computer can be programmed to automate tasks that would
normally be performed by a human.
A. Image Sampling
Digital images sample a continuous analog image at discrete intervals. It is therefore
important to determine whether all the information from the analog signal (or image)
is captured in the digital sampling. Detailed derivations of sampling theory can be
found in standard references such as Bracewell[12] and Oppenheim and Schafer[13].
The sampling rate required to reconstruct an analog signal depends on how
fast the signal varies, which is called the frequency. This is based upon the Fourier
transform, where a combination of sine and cosine functions are used to represent
an analog signal. The faster a signal varies, therefore, the higher the frequency of
the sine and cosine functions in the Fourier transform required to model the signal
accurately[11]. Sampling theory titles the minimum sampling required to exactly
reconstruct a signal the Nyquist rate. To reconstruct a signal with a highest frequency
component ω, a sampling rate of 2ω is required[11].
Slowing varying features in images have low frequency components and can be
reconstructed with less sampling points. Fast varying features, such as edges, have
9high frequency components and require more sampling points to reconstruct.
If a signal is not sampled fast enough, the high frequency components are incor-
rectly interpreted as low frequency components. This causes a loss of information,
known as aliasing. Spatial aliasing in images usually involves the loss of sharp edges
in digital images that are sampled incorrectly.
Digital images are also quantized samples of the analog signal. These values are
based upon the amount of light that is incident upon the digital sensor. Noise, there-
fore, is inherent in digital images through this quantization. The amount of noise from
this quantization depends on the quantization levels. Typical 8-bit images have gray
values that range from 0 to 255. Because similar values between quantization levels
are given the same value, the amount of noise can be reduced by choosing quantized
values that are based upon the probability distribution of the image data[11]. In the
current project, this is handled through the camera by balancing the white values so
that a distributed histogram of values is obtained.
B. Image Resampling
Due to the image sampling diﬃculties of the previous section, and in addition to
other concerns, it usually becomes necessary to resample a digital image. There are
many reasons to resample, but the primary one pertains to image registration, which
will be discussed in Chapter IV Section C. Because digital images are stored on a
computer, automating the resampling is simple and eﬃcient. The biggest issue in
resampling is the same one that occurs in sampling — the problem of aliasing. If
resampling at a lower rate, precautions must be taken to prevent aliasing. However,
because resampling in this project will not change the number of sample points in the
image, nor the number of points from which to sample (i.e. the sampling frequency
10
will be the same in resampling), aliasing will not be a problem in resampling.
The need for resampling within this research will arise from two processes. The
ﬁrst deals with the fact that the camera is not taking vertical images. Because the
images are tilted, they must ﬁrst be adjusted to make them the same scale as vertical
images. Next, the images must be registered to the vertical images, which is explained
in Chapter IV Section C. These processes will create new pixel locations for the same
size image. Therefore, values at fractional pixel locations will need to be determined.
1. Bilinear Interpolation
There are many ways which to resample. Nearest neighbor interpolation uses the
closest pixel to the transformed coordinate. This is the least expensive and quickest
resampling method. Bilinear interpolation is a much more accurate and more widely
used approach. Given a transformed coordinate w0 at (x0,y0) that lies between coor-
dinates (xi,yj), (xi+1,yj), (xi,yj+1), (xi+1,yj+1), as shown in Figure 4, ﬁrst calculate
the auxiliary values t and u as shown in Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Then the desired
value w0 can be calculated from Equation 3.3. [11]
t =
x0 − xi
xi+1 − xi (3.1)
u =
y0 − yj
yj+1 − yj (3.2)
w0 = (1− t)(1− u)wi,j + t(1− u)wi+1,j + tuwi+1,j+1 + (1− t)uwi,j+1 (3.3)
It can be seen from Equations 3.1 - 3.3 that as the name implies, bilinear interpolation
simply assumes a linear variation in both directions between sampling points.
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wi,j+1 wi+1,j+1 
wi,j wi+1,j 
(xi,yj+1) (xi+1,yj+1) 
(xi+1,yj) (xi,yj) 
w0 
(x0,y0) 
Fig. 4. Bilinear Interpolation.
2. Bicubic Interpolation
Another method for resampling is known as bicubic interpolation. Assuming that the
image was sampled above the Nyquist rate, or sampled at least twice as high as the
highest spatial frequency desired, the image can be exactly reconstructed using the
sinc function, as shown in Equation 3.4.
sinc (x) =
sin (πx)
πx
(3.4)
Because the sinc function is based upon the sin function, it is aﬀected by an inﬁnite
number of pixel values far from the center. However, due to the πx in the denominator,
the inﬂuence of each successive pixel is reduced the farther it is from the point in
question. Therefore this function is usually approximated by only considering a few
pixel locations near the fractional pixel in question. The most common approach
is to approximate the sinc function with a cubic spline. The equations for this
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approximation are given in Equations 3.5 - 3.7
f1 (x) = (a+ 2) x
3 − (a + 3)x2 + 1 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (3.5)
f2 (x) = ax
3 − 5ax2 + 8ax− 4a for 1 ≤ x ≤ 2 (3.6)
f3 (x) = 0 for x ≥ 2 (3.7)
where a is a free parameter used to deﬁne the slope of the function at x = 1 (usually
a = −0.5 gives good results), and x is the absolute value of the diﬀerence between
the whole number pixel row or column and the transformed fractional pixel row or
column[10].
It can be seen from Equation 3.7 that this formulation of the bicubic interpolation
allows the inﬂuence of points at two pixels away and less. This allows for a more
accurate interpolation than the bilinear approach, which only allows for the inﬂuence
of points one pixel away.
With the previous three interpolation schemes, there is a trade-oﬀ between ac-
curacy and computational speed. Nearest neighbor interpolation is obviously the
computationally least expensive, but also the least accurate. Bicubic interpolation,
on the other hand, is the most accurate but more computationally intensive.
C. Edge Enhancement
Many features in an image give rise to perceived edges. These can be depth dis-
continuities, changes in color or lighting, and changes in surface orientation. It can
therefore be beneﬁcial to locate and enhance these edges. For the current research,
edges occur at tile edges, serial number markings, and damage boundaries. These
edges play an important part in image registration, as will be shown in Chapter IV
Section C.
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Many methods exist for edge detection, and some of the easiest are based upon
gradient operators. Because edges are deﬁned by changes in image intensity, these
operators are a natural choice. The easiest gradient operator is known as the Roberts
operator. This operator takes in an image and returns an image of the same size
where the pixel located at (i,j), with a value of Fi,j, is replaced by Gi,j as in Equation
3.8
Gi,j = |Fi,j − Fi+1,j+1|+ |Fi,j+1 − Fi+1,j | (3.8)
This is equivalent to a convolution using the kernels given as
⎡
⎢⎣ 0 −1
1 0
⎤
⎥⎦ and
⎡
⎢⎣ 1 0
0 −1
⎤
⎥⎦
where the underlined values represent the pixel located at (i, j). Typically the last
column and row are given a value of zero.
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CHAPTER IV
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
The algorithms necessary for the current research will diﬀer from the algorithms
developed in Chapter II because the assumption made in Section A of equal and
vertical exposure stations does not hold true. The requirements given in Chapter I
Section B showed that it is practically infeasible to take multiple vertical images from
separate exposure stations. Therefore, it was shown that instead multiple images
would be obtained by taking tilted images from the same exposure station as the
orbiter rotates through the RPM at a constant distance from the camera.
A. Tilted Images
Titled images introduce a number of diﬃculties that vertical images lack. The main
complication comes from the now non-constant scale factor that is introduced. In a
vertical image, variation on object distances were caused by topographical elevation.
In tilted photographs, however, changes in relief are now caused by a change in scale
from one part of the image to another. To use a tilted image for photogrammetric
purposes, it is possible to just work with the varying image scale. A method that
is chosen for this research, however, will be rectiﬁcation, which will alter the tilted
image to give it better properties for photogrammetric uses.
B. Image Rectiﬁcation
The process of rectiﬁcation takes a tilted image and transforms it into an equivalent
vertical image. The geometry for the tilted and rectiﬁed image is given in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, L is the photo exposure station point, LO is a ray from the exposure
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Fig. 5. Geometry of Tilted and Rectiﬁed Image.
station perpendicular to the tilted image plane, LN is a ray from the exposure station
vertically to the ground, A and B are object points, a and b are the image points
in the tilted photo plane, and a′ and b′ are the image points for object points A
and B in the rectiﬁed image plane. A rectiﬁed image is an equivalent vertical image
constructed on an image plane that passes through the isocenter of the tilted image.
The isocenter of a tilted image is where a ray from the exposure station along the
bisector of the tilt angle intersects the titled image plane[10]. In Figure 5 this is point
i.
The rectiﬁed image is now a vertical image, with the same focal length and
properties as if the image was taken as a vertical image in the beginning. Therefore,
the photogrammetric methods shown in Chapter II Section A can be used on these
rectiﬁed images.
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Image rectiﬁcation, like much of analytical photogrammetry, is based upon the
collinearity conditions that arise from photography geometry. The formulation is
complicated, and can be found in Appendix C of Wolf[10].
The result of the rectiﬁcation formulation is a pair of equations given in Equations
4.1 and 4.2.
X =
a1x+ b1y + c1
a3x + b3y + 1
(4.1)
Y =
a2x+ b2y + c2
a3x + b3y + 1
(4.2)
The values X and Y are the ground coordinates of a ground control point, x and y
are the image coordinates, and the ais, bis, and cis are eight parameters that describe
the orientation of the tilted image with respect to the vertical image. Each ground
control point produces a pair of equations in this form. This formulation therefore
requires at least four ground control points to solve for the eight unknown orientation
parameters. Therefore the object coordinates for the ground control points must be
known. However, if more control points are known, then a least squares approach is
used to determine the most likely values for the eight unknowns.
An extra approach will be used in this research to obtain a better rectiﬁed image.
Instead of just including image points to the ﬁrst order, image points to the second
order will be used, as shown in Equations 4.3 and 4.4.
X =
a1x
2 + b1y
2 + c1x+ d1y + e1
a3x2 + b3y2 + c3x + d3y + 1
(4.3)
Y =
a2x
2 + b2y
2 + c2x+ d2y + e2
a3x2 + b3y2 + c3x + d3y + 1
(4.4)
This form is diﬀerent because it maps the pixel locations to the second order, giving
a better approximation than a simple ﬁrst order mapping. The main reason for this
addition is the fact that the systematic errors from the camera are not known. There-
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fore instead of the simple translation and rotation that is available from Equations 4.1
and 4.2, Equations 4.3 and 4.4 also allow warping of the undamaged plane. This will
help to correct for geometric image distortions, like barreling, that occur. There are
now 14 unknowns, and therefore at least seven ground control points are necessary
to form a unique solution.
C. Image Registration
Image rectiﬁcation requires the knowledge of the object coordinates of ground control
points. Due to the nature of this problem, however, these object points will not be
known. Therefore a diﬀerent approach must be used. As the shuttle rotates through
the RPM, its six-orientation parameters will be recorded and stored. A time stamp
will also be recorded on each image. Therefore, for each image that is taken, the
orientation of the shuttle, i.e. the tilt angle of the image, will be known. As will
be shown in Chapter V Section D and based upon the formulation in Chapter II
Section A, the parallax for these images will be determined from one image that is
near vertical, and side images that are rectiﬁed images from tilted images. Using the
knowledge of the tilt angles, it can be determined which images of a certain object
point are near vertical and which are tilted. Because object control coordinates are
not known for points on the bottom of the orbiter, the tilted images will be rectiﬁed
to the near vertical image.
The process of rectifying the tilted images taken by the camera and making them
useful for the photogrammetric processes shown is called registration. A sample
image of orbiter tile (a cropped version of Figure 1) is given in Figure 6. The square
tiles in Figure 6 are about 4 x 4 inches. This gives a visual idea of the capable
resolution. From this image, one can see the damaged areas as the mis-shaped white
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Fig. 6. Example Tile Image.
areas. The black area is undamaged tile. One can also see the serial number of each
tile written in white. One can see that the undamaged area forms a plane across the
black surface with the damaged area receding below it. Therefore this plane in the
near vertical image is what will need to be registered from the tilted image. One will
notice that the serial numbers on the tiles are easily recognizable and lie in the zero
plane of the tile. Therefore these serial numbers will be used as ground control points
for the registration.
However, it will not be the object space coordinates that are used as X and Y in
Equations 4.3 and 4.4. Instead, the image coordinates of control points in the vertical
image will be used to register the serial numbers of the tilted image to that of the
vertical image.
1. Epipolar Lines
A pair of images that image the same object point are depicted in Figure 7. This pair
of images, with exposure points L1 and L2, have an overlapping segment that includes
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Fig. 7. Epipolar Plane and Lines.
object point A, with image coordinates a1 and a2. The plane deﬁned by the points
L1, L2, and A is called the epipolar plane. The lines where this plane intersects each
of the images are called epipolar lines. These lines provide a very useful service in
digital photogrammetry. Once the images are relatively oriented, the epipolar lines
can be found. Once an object has been found in one image, it can be guaranteed that
the object will lie on the epipolar line in the other image.
The image pair must ﬁrst be relatively oriented to each other so that the epipolar
lines correspond in both images. This will be accomplished through the rectiﬁcation
process. As was explained before, the tilted images will be rectiﬁed to the near-
vertical image with overlapping object points. This process will be done by visually
ﬁnding points to rectify. Visually striking features in both images will be used to
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match the zero plane of the tilted image to the zero plane of the near-vertical image.
Then the tilted image will be resampled so that the epipolar lines in the tilted image
are parallel to the epipolar lines in the near-vertical image. Once the images are
relatively oriented, then when an object is found in one image, it is known that the
same object will lie on the epipolar line in the corresponding image. This will prove
to be very useful for the next section.
D. Stereo Mapping
Stereo Mapping is the heart of photogrammetry. In order to determine the parallax
between two diﬀerent images of a given object, the image points in both the images
must ﬁrst be found. For analog photos, this is done by aligning the images visually
with a stereocomparator. A human would align the two images visually, using instru-
mentation to take into account tilt, scale, and other factors. Then object points in
both images would have to be found and the distance from the ﬁducial center would
be found. In analog photogrammetry, the ﬁrst stage of aligning two images correctly
is very tedious and time consuming. However, once that is accomplished, the hu-
man eye and brain can very quickly ﬁnd objects that correspond in both images. In
digital photogrammetry, the opposite is true. A computer can be automated, with
appropriate input information, to take care of the aligning (through resampling) very
quickly. However, ﬁnding a feature in one image that corresponds to the same object
in another image is very diﬃcult to program into a computer.
Stereo Mapping is intrinsically a diﬃcult problem. Finding a feature that occurs
in one image in a corresponding pair image can prove arduous because there will
almost always exist an ambiguous match that is not correct. Also, knowing where
and how to search can be diﬃcult. However, much of this is alleviated by relatively
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orienting the images. If the images are not relatively oriented, then ﬁnding a matching
feature in an image pair requires a two-dimensional search in one of the images. This
can prove to be both time and computationally expensive. However, if the images
are relatively oriented, then a feature that is in one image is known to exist on
the epipolar line in the other image. Therefore, the search can now be reduced to
a one-dimensional search along the epipolar line. Therefore much of the algorithm
development for this research was used to correctly register the images together, since
this will ease the computational requirements for the matching.
There are two ways to do image matching, known as feature based and area
based matching.
1. Feature-based Matching
Feature matching provides better results than area matching in highly-discontinuous
images. Feature matching uses feature points, or contours, to match from one image
to another. It is used with good results when looking at aerial photos of urban
areas, where building edges are very distinct. It can be used in conjunction with
an edge detection algorithm, to ﬁnd the intersection of an edge-line and an epipolar
line. However this can prove to be a problem if the edge is not continuous across the
epipolar line in both images. Therefore known constraints must be applied for this
method to ensure a correct match.
2. Area-based Matching
Area based matching compares gray-levels of a large area from one image to the next.
A window of a certain size centered around the pixel in question is chosen in the
master image, and compared to a window of the same size in the slave image. The
size of the window is important in this process. A small window is computationally
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less expensive, but is highly susceptible to noise. A large window is more resistant to
noise, however is more computationally expensive. A larger window is also less likely
to ﬁnd a false positive, because it is trying to match a larger area in both images.
Usually what is known as the sliding window approach is used, in that the window
is shifted along the epipolar line of the slave image and compared to the window
of the master image. The distance that the window is shifted in the slave image is
based upon the expected disparity between the two images. There are a few ways to
compare the two windows to ﬁnd the best match.
a. Normalized Correlation
Normalized correlation takes into account both the brightness levels and the variance
between the two images. The correlation is shown in Equation 4.5.
N =
E (w1w2)−E (w1)E (w2)
σ (w1)σ (w2)
(4.5)
The normalized correlation takes into account the expected values of the pixel values
in each of the windows, E (w), the expected values of the product of the pixel values
of the two windows, E (w1w2), as well as the standard deviations of the pixel values
in each of the images, σ (w). This method is very eﬀective when looking at images
that have varying brightness levels, since this method normalizes the pixel values to
the expected value of the window[11].
b. Least Squares Correlation
If the images have comparable brightness levels, then a least squares approach can
be used. The advantage of using a least squares approach is that certain pixel values
in the window can be given a higher consideration than others. This is advantageous
because a larger window can be used, thereby reducing the impact of noise, but it
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also can set the parameters for the area that is to be matched. This is done by
using a weight matrix, W , of the same size as the window used. Usually, the pixel
at the center of the window is the pixel to be matched, therefore it should be given
the highest precedence. As you move away from this pixel, the importance of each
successive pixel decreases. Therefore an exponentially decrease weight matrix is used,
where each successive pixel is reduced in importance. An example of such a weight
matrix for a 5x7 pixel window is shown in Equation 4.6, where each successive pixel
is reduced by a factor of 2.
W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0.03125 0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125
0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625
0.125 0.25 0.5 1 0.5 0.25 0.125
0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625
0.03125 0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4.6)
Equation 4.7 gives the expression for the least squares error, E, that is to be mini-
mized, where w1,ij is the pixel value in image 1 at pixel location i, j.
E =
∑
i
∑
j
Wij (w1,ij − w2,ij)2 (4.7)
Due to the summation over all the values in the window, to keep everything to scale,
the weight matrix is normalized by the sum of all its values so as not to interfere with
the ﬁnal answer.
Figure 6 shows the texture of the damage that is to be matched. One can easily
see that there are no distinct features in the damaged areas, other than the edges
of the damage itself. Also, each pixel in the damaged area needs to be matched to
obtain the required resolution. Therefore, feature based matching is not a viable
option for this research. Due to the potential diﬀerences in lighting and the ability
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to weight values in the window diﬀerently, an area-based matching using the least
squares correlation is used.
E. Disparity
Once the images are relatively oriented to each other, a few striking features can be
found visually in both images and a basic mapping can be found such that a pixel
in one image can be transformed to give the corresponding pixel in the other image.
This can provide a starting point for the moving window approach outlined above.
This mapping is usually performed on ground control points. For this research, it
will based upon the zero-plane of the near-vertical image, which has features that are
used for registration. Given this parameter map and a starting point for the moving
window approach, pixels that lie in the damaged areas of the near-vertical (master)
image can be area matched to their corresponding feature in the tilted (slave) image.
The parameter map gives a starting point for the matching, but it also provides a
baseline for where the damaged pixel would lie in the slave image if the damaged
feature lay on the zero/undamaged plane. However, since the feature is damaged, it
will not be at this position. Figure 8 shows this lateral shifting, or disparity, due to
depth damage. In Figure 8, point A is a point in the damaged area and A′ is where
point A would be if there was no damage. L1 is the exposure station of the vertical
image, and L2 is the exposure station of the rectiﬁed tilted image. As can be seen
in the vertical image, both points a1 and a
′
1 lie in the same position in the image
plane of the vertical image. In the rectiﬁed tilted image, however, the image points
a2 and a
′
2 lie in diﬀerent positions in the image plane. After the parametric mapping,
which maps points on the zero-plane non-damaged surface from the vertical image to
the rectiﬁed tilted image, point a1 in the vertical image, which corresponds to object
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Fig. 8. Example of Disparity due to Depth Damage.
point A in the damaged surface, will map to point a′2 in the tilted image, since the
mapping assumes the point is on an undamaged surface. Therefore this will be the
starting position for the moving window approach when matching damaged pixels
in one image to the same damaged pixels in another image. Once the matching is
done the algorithm should ﬁnd the damaged pixel located at image point a2. The
diﬀerence between a2 and a
′
2 is called the pixel disparity and will be used to determine
the depth of the damage at point A.
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CHAPTER V
ALGORITHM EXAMPLE
The purpose of this chapter is to outline the speciﬁc steps and examples that were
used to solve the research problem proposed in Chapter I. The techniques of Chapter
IV were used, based upon the methods of Chapters II and III. This example is based
upon a test that was performed at NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC) on June 1,
2005.
A. Background and Setup
The purpose of this test was to validate the system proposed by the STC. The prob-
lem, therefore, was simpliﬁed somewhat in order to provide a test bed for the system.
The nature of the problem outlined in Chapter I Section A outlined the distance
of 600 feet from the camera on the ISS to the orbiter. To keep atmospheric eﬀects
from disrupting the test, however, it was desirable to have the test indoors. Finding
600 feet of uninterrupted length for which to perform this test is extremely diﬃcult
and proved to not exist at JSC. The laser test tunnel, however, provides 200 feet of
uninterrupted space. It was decided by the system administrators that this distance
would be used for the test and appropriate accommodations made. Therefore a few
modiﬁcations to the camera had to be made. To provide the same pixel sampling in
the test that would be available on orbit, the lens would have to be changed. Using a
600mm lens at 600 feet is virtually identical to using a 200mm lens at 200ft. Therefore
a 200mm lens was used in the test. A few modiﬁcations to the camera electronics
had to be made to accommodate this, however these are not within the scope of this
document. Figure 9 shows the length of the tunnel from the perspective of the tiles
looking back at the camera.
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Fig. 9. Laser Tunnel Used in Test.
In order to test this system, a set of orbiter tiles with simulated damage was
used. The individual tiles were situated upon a metal plate. Then the set of tiles
was suspended on a movable wooden rack in order to simulate the rotation due to
the RPM. This set of tiles is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from Figure 10,
the simulated damage is in a left-right direction. Damage occurring on the bottom
of the orbiter during liftoﬀ will usually happen in a nose-to-tail direction, due to the
direction of motion and therefore the direction of debris falling oﬀ. Therefore this test
is simulating the orbiter nose-to-tail direction as on its ‘side’, in a left-right direction.
Because the RPM happens about an axis that is wing-to-wing, this setup makes the
rotation of the tiles about a vertical axis, which is easier to perform and easier to
measure. Figures 11 - 13 show the measurement scheme by which the angle of tilt
was found for the tile orientation to the camera. As can be seen from Figures 11 -
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Fig. 10. Orbiter Tile Set Used in Test.
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Fig. 11. Measurement Scheme Used in Test, View A.
Fig. 12. Measurement Scheme Used in Test, View B.
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Fig. 13. Measurement Scheme Used in Test, View C.
13, the tiles were rotated through the set of angles given as:
[−30◦,−20◦,−10◦,−5◦, 0◦, 5◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦]
To make sure that the environment used for the test setup would be similar
enough to the on-orbit environment, simulating solar lighting had to be used to illu-
minate the target. Because the test was performed indoors, this required a few large
lamps to provide the amount of incident light similar to on-orbit solar lighting. A
further problem surfaced in trying to get the lamps close enough to give solar illu-
mination without getting the lamps in the way of the camera. The lighting setup is
shown in ﬁgure 14.
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Fig. 14. Lighting Setup Used for Test.
B. Tile Imaging
Another purpose of this test was to determine the camera properties that would be
necessary to correctly image the tiles. Therefore a few runs were performed with
diﬀerent camera hardware. The ﬁrst run was performed without the 1.4x extender.
The extender is a piece of optical equipment that zooms in 1.4x in both directions,
thereby producing an overall eﬀect of a 2x zoom. Figure 15 shows this run with the
full ﬁeld of view of the camera without the extender. Figure 15 is a vertical image,
with the axis of the lens perpendicular to the plane of the tiles. Figure 16 shows
a close up of some of the damaged areas for the camera without the 1.4x extender.
Figure 16 is simply a cropped version of Figure 15, which allows for more detail to
be seen on the page. As was shown in Chapter IV Section C, distinct feature points
are necessary on the undamaged plane, which is the black area in Figure 16, in order
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Fig. 15. Field of View without 1.4x Extender.
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Fig. 16. Tile without 1.4x Extender.
to register the tilted images to the near-vertical images. However, one can notice
in Figure 16 that the serial numbers are not distinct and would be very diﬃcult to
use. If the serials numbers are blurred, as in this image, then ambiguous matches in
the stereo matching used to register would be found, resulting in the images being
incorrectly rectiﬁed and aligned.
Therefore, a second run was performed with the 1.4x extender. Figure 17 shows
the full ﬁeld of view of the camera with the 1.4x extender. Figure 18 shows a close
up of the damaged areas for the camera with the 1.4x extender. Similar to Figure 16,
Figure 18 is a cropped version of the full ﬁeld of view, which is shown for the 1.4x
extender in Figure 17. As can be seen from Figure 18, the resolution is higher with
the 1.4x extender. The serial numbers on the tiles are distinct and much less likely
to have ambiguous matches.
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Fig. 17. Field of View with 1.4x Extender.
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Fig. 18. Tile with 1.4x Extender.
C. Visual Procedure
After the images were taken and stored digitally, they could be operated on by the
photogrammetric analysis tools developed through Chapter IV. The ﬁrst step is to
determine the size of the useful area of the image. This was done visually for this
test, by inspecting the vertical images (incidence of 0◦) and determining the area of
usefulness from the images. As can be seen from Figure 15, much of the image that
was taken was not useful. The only functional part of the image is the sheet of tiles.
Therefore the image was cropped down to useful size, as shown in Figure 19. This
portion of the image shows the tile set without the excess data on the sides. Using this
pixel boundary set, similar sections of the side tilted images were obtained, thereby
keeping the ‘cropped’ images the same size.
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Fig. 19. Useful Segment of Tile without 1.4x Extender.
1. Foreshortening
Before the images can be registered, a few adjustments must be made to ensure that
the registration is done correctly. Because the side images are tilted, they do not
show exactly the same thing as the vertical image. Consider a pair of images shown
in Figure 20. In Figure 20, two images are taken with the same focal length and
same size imaging plane. A vertical image, taken from exposure point L1, has an
imaging axis of n1. The second image is a titled image, taken from exposure point
L2, and has an imaging axis of n2. The angle between the two axes is given as φ.
In the vertical image, the edge of the imaging plane exposes object points A and B,
with image points a1 and b1. In the tilted image, however, object points A and B do
not lie at the extent of the image plane, but are foreshortened by the tilt angle, φ.
The extent of the image plane in the tilted image has image points a′ and b′, which
exposes points A′ and B′, a larger area than the vertical image. The foreshortening
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Fig. 20. Foreshortening due to Tilt.
is a cos (φ) eﬀect. This eﬀect is shown in Figure 21, which is a cropped image similar
to Figure 19, except it was taken at 20◦ tilt. As can be seen from Figure 21, which
was titled about a ‘vertical’ axis in the plane of the tiles, there is more area on the
sides than in the vertical ‘straight-on’, vertical incidence image of Figure 19. This
can be seen from the extra black past the edge of the silver metal plate.
Therefore the tilted image will show ‘more’ feature than the vertical image. Due
to this, the pixel disparity discussed in Chapter IV Section E will not be accurate.
Therefore before the registration is performed, a slight ‘stretching’ is done so that the
tilted image shows the same amount of feature as the vertical image. This will make
the registration process easier to perform. Each tilted image is therefore stretched
by a factor of 1
cos(φ)
. This will now make the images larger than the vertical images,
therefore the extra pixels added are cut oﬀ so that the pixel size of the images stays
constant. This process performed on Figure 21 is shown in Figure 22. Comparing
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Fig. 21. Example of Foreshortening.
Fig. 22. Example of Stretching to Account for Foreshortening.
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Figure 22 to Figure 19 one can see that the edges of both images show roughly the
same features, even though Figure 19 is a vertical image, and Figure 22 is a tilted
image taken with 20◦ of tilt.
2. Feature Selection
Once the images cover the same object features, distinct features are chosen visually
for the registration. It was explained in Chapter IV Section C that the tilted image
would be registered to the vertical image on the undamaged plane. However, it may
be necessary to use two tilted images. If this is the case, both images are corrected
for foreshortening eﬀects as above. Then the image that is closest to vertical is used
as the baseline image, and the image that has a greater tilt angle is registered to it.
The photogrammetric analysis is still the same, however the method for determining
depth from two tilted images is a little diﬀerent, as will be shown in Section E1. As
can be seen from Figures 19 and 22, the black surface is readily identiﬁable as the
undamaged plane. Also it can be seen that the serial numbers are seen and somewhat
distinct. It is these serial numbers, speciﬁcally the dashes between the serial numbers,
that will be used for this registration.
a. Loose Registration
First, three points are selected in both the vertical image and the tilted image. The
same three points are selected in both, to perform a loose ‘mapping’ from the vertical
image to the tilted image. A sample of three points that were selected in each image is
shown in Figures 23 and 24. Though it may be diﬃcult to see, the features selected
are the dashes in the serial numbers. It was noted above that the serials numbers
were diﬃcult to see in the images without the 1.4x extender, and this fact can be
seen in Figures 23 and 24.
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Fig. 23. Example of Feature Selection, Vertical Image.
Fig. 24. Example of Feature Selection, Tilted Image.
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Once the features are selected, a loose registration is performed to align these
areas to each other. The purpose of this loose registration is to provide a loose
alignment of the images. It is desired that the pixel locations, or image points, of
object features in the vertical image be very close to the pixel locations of the same
object features in the tilted image. The row and column pixel indices of these points
in the tilted image are mapped to the row and column pixel indices of these points in
the vertical image through a linear regression similar to the form of Equations 4.1 and
4.2. Once this regression is performed, the transformed indices of the tilted image
are found through the regression variables by Equations 5.1 and 5.2
ii = cx + rx,i ∗ i+ rx,j ∗ j (5.1)
jj = cy + ry,i ∗ i+ ry,j ∗ j (5.2)
where, i and j are the original, whole number column and row pixel indices, respec-
tively, in the tilted image; cx, rx,i, and rx,j are the regression coeﬃcients of the column
(or i) indices; cy, ry,i, and ry,j are the regression coeﬃcients of the row (or j) indices;
ii are the new, fractional column indices of the tilted image; and jj are the new,
fractional row indices of the tilted image. As can be seen from Equations 5.1 and
5.2, a multi-variable regression was performed, mapping the original row and column
indices from the vertical image ﬁrst to the column indices of the tilted image, and
then to the row indices of the tilted image. To determine the pixel values at the new
fractional indices, the tilted image was resampled using the bilinear method shown
in Chapter III Section B1.
Now that the tilted image has been resampled, the images are loosely aligned.
This means that if the three feature points selected above lie at pixel locations (i1, j1),
(i2, j2), and (i3, j3) in the vertical image, they should lie at the same pixel locations
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in the tilted image. However, this does not ensure that every point in the image is
aligned correctly. Therefore a ﬁne registration was performed on the images.
b. Fine Registration
The ﬁne registration is similar to the loose registration with a few modiﬁcations. First,
the ﬁne registration will employ a larger set of points to ensure proper registration.
Second, where the loose registration relied solely on the visual inspection and ‘clicking’
of the user, the ﬁne registration will employ a more thorough approach.
Just like in the loose registration, the feature points used in the ﬁne registration
are the dashes in the serial numbers on the tiles. Figure 25 shows the feature points
used for a typical ﬁne registration.
Fig. 25. Example of Fine Registration Feature Selection, Vertical Image.
Before the loose registration, it could not be ensured that features in one image
were located at the same pixel locations in the other image. Therefore any automated
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matching could not be performed with any assurance of no false positives. Therefore
the loose registration relied on the user clicking on the same feature point in both
images. However, the loose registration provided a parametric mapping of a few
feature points so that one can be relatively assured that image points in one image
are located close to the same pixel location in another image. Therefore, the feature
points are selected only in the vertical image. Then they are found in the tilted image
through an automated matching using the methods of Chapter IV Section D2b.
A few diﬀerences from these methods, however, are necessary. Because the images
are not yet relatively aligned, a two-dimensional search is necessary in the tilted (or
slave) image. An area of a 20 by 20 pixel window centered about the feature point
‘clicked’ by the user in the vertical (master) image was used as the area to match
to the slave (tilted) image. This box was slid through an area of 20 pixels in both
dimensions in the slave image, using a least squares approach to match the slave
image to the master. Also, since the point where the user clicks may not be exactly
on the serial number, a weight matrix is not used. This matches the entire area of
the box equally in both images.
Up to this point, images without the 1.4x extender have been used in the ex-
amples. However, it is at this point that the necessity of the 1.4x extender becomes
clear. Because the dashes and serial numbers are not distinct in the images without
the 1.4x extender, a few problems arose. For some of the images, the stereo matching
was unable to perform a ﬁne registration correctly. Because the features are not dis-
tinct, ambiguous matches were found and the alignment was not correct. However,
even for the images where the ﬁne registration was able to align correctly, the pixel
sampling was such that the resolution requirement was not met. Therefore from this
point on images with the 1.4x extender will be used. Similar to Figure 25, the feature
points used for the ﬁne registration for the images with the 1.4x extender are shown
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in Figure 26.
Fig. 26. Example of Fine Registration Feature Selection, Vertical Image with 1.4x
Extender.
In order to aid the stereo matching algorithm, the visually striking features were
enhanced using an edge detection algorithm shown in Chapter III Section C. This
enhancement is shown in Figure 27 which includes the 1.4x extender. The stereo
matching search was performed on these edge enhanced images for a less likely possi-
bility of ambiguous matching. It is to be noted that even with this edge enhancement,
the ﬁne registration failed on the images without the 1.4x extender. It can be seen
from Figure 27 that the serial numbers are even more distinct in the edge enhanced
images. Once the match is complete for each of the feature points, the image points
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Fig. 27. Edge Enhancement for Fine Registration, Vertical Image.
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in the tilted image that correspond to the same feature in the vertical image will be
known. These image points, or column and row indices, in the tilted image will then
be mapped through a linear regression similar to the form of Equations 4.3 and 4.4.
Once the regression is complete, the new row and column indices of the tilted image
will be found through the regression variables by Equations 5.3 and 5.4
ii = cx + rx,i ∗ i + rx,j ∗ j + rx,i2 ∗ i2 + rx,j2 ∗ j2 (5.3)
jj = cy + ry,i ∗ i + ry,j ∗ j + ry,i2 ∗ i2 + ry,j2 ∗ j2 (5.4)
where i and j are the original, whole number column and row pixel indices, respec-
tively, in the tilted image; cx, rx,i, rx,j, rx,i2, and rx,j2 are the regression coeﬃcients of
the column (or i) indices; cy, ry,i, ry,j , ry,i2 , and ry,j2 are the regression coeﬃcients of
the row (or j) indices; ii are the new, fractional column indices of the tilted image;
and jj are the new, fractional row indices of the tilted image. Once again, a multi-
variable regression was performed, mapping the original row and column indices from
the vertical image ﬁrst to the column indices of the tilted image, and then to the row
indices of the tilted image. The image was then resampled using the bilinear method
shown in Chapter III Section B1.
Prior to ﬁne registration, the images are only loosely aligned. A superposition of
the vertical and tilted images is shown in Figure 28, with the vertical image in normal
black and white, and the tilted image enhanced in red. For a better description, Figure
29 shows the same superposition with the vertical edge enhanced image in white and
the tilted edge enhanced image in red.
One will notice in Figures 28 and 29 that on the damage and serial numbers
near the edges of the image, the images are not aligned properly. This is due to the
fact that the feature points used for the loose registration were near the center of the
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Fig. 28. Pre-registration Superposition.
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Fig. 29. Pre-registration Superposition, Edge Enhanced.
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image. In choosing the feature points to use for the registration, it is best to choose
points located around the damage that is being sought.
Once the ﬁne registration is complete, the tilted images are relatively aligned
to the vertical image. A superposition of the registered tilted edge enhanced image
on the edge enhanced vertical image, similar to Figure 29, is shown in Figure 30. It
Fig. 30. Fine Registration Superposition, Edge Enhanced.
can be seen from Figure 30 that the serial numbers and edges of the damage are all
aligned. It may be hard to see the red overlay on these feature points, but that is
exactly what is desired. The red and blue overlay show up as a teal in Figure 30 since
they lie in the same spot on the image. The overlay can be seen, however, near the
top of the image where the edges of the tiles could not be registered. This is due to
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the fact that the tiles are very thick, and show another edge when tilted. This will
not be a problem in the ﬁnal version, because all the tiles on the orbiter will butt up
against one another, leaving no tile edges to see.
D. Disparity Search
Now that the tilted images are relatively oriented to the vertical images, it can be
ensured that the epipolar lines are parallel to each other, per Chapter IV Section C1.
It is also certain that feature points that lie on the undamaged plane located in the
vertical image lie at the same pixel location in the registered tilted image. The only
features that should not lie in the same pixel location in both images are pixels that
lie in the damaged areas. Points that lie in the damaged areas in the vertical image,
however, are still ensured to lie in the same row in the tilted image, because the rows
are the epipolar lines after the images are relatively oriented. Therefore comparisons
between the two images can be made on a pixel by pixel basis.
1. Lighting Issues
The tiles are very reﬂective of light. This can pose a problem when trying to match
items under diﬀerent lighting conditions. Speciﬁcally, the tiles are highly susceptible
to specularity when under direct incident light. This can be seen from Figure 31, taken
at 10◦ tilt. As can be seen from Figure 31, the specular reﬂection washes out many
features, especially the serial numbers on the tiles. Therefore the highly specular
images are unable to be registered and cannot be used. Diﬀerent lighting incidences,
however, also provide diﬀerent illumination levels, and therefore diﬀerent gray levels
in the images. Because damage to the tiles will be holes with a non-uniform surface,
the texture of the damage will cast small shadows on itself. However, it is diﬃcult
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Fig. 31. Specular Reﬂection from Lighting Source, 10◦ Tilt.
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to match to the texture or the shadows if they have diﬀerent gray levels. Therefore,
because the images can now be compared on a pixel by pixel basis, ensuring that the
same features are being looked at in both images, the gray levels can be compared.
The registered tilted images are ﬁrst ﬁt to the vertical-incidence image through
a simple linear regression of the form given in Equation 5.5.
y = A ∗ x + b (5.5)
The diﬀerence between this regression and the previous ﬁts used for registration is
that the previous ﬁts were for row and column indices to align the images. This
regression is for the pixel values themselves. Therefore the independent variable will
be the pixel values in the registered tilted image, and the dependent variable will be
the corresponding pixel values in the vertical-incidence image. This will ‘cast’ the
tilted image gray values into the vertical image gray values. This regression is only
performed in this test, however, on the relevant pixel locations. Therefore, pixels
that lie oﬀ the tiles are not considered. An example of the pixel values used is shown
in Figure 32. It can be seen from Figure 32 that the pixels used in the regression
constitute a good subset of the tile. Most of the damage is included, speciﬁcally all
the relevant damage that is desired to be studied. Also, pixels that lie oﬀ the tiles
are not considered.
Once this ﬁt it accomplished, the tilted image is transformed through Equation
5.6
im1,new = A ∗ im1,old + b (5.6)
where im1 is the registered tilted image. Through this ﬁt, the relative diﬀerence in
gray levels between the pixel values in the registered tilted image has not changed;
it has simply been scaled to match the gray levels of the vertical image so that a
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Fig. 32. Pixel Limits Used for Regression.
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comparison can be made between the two with better accuracy.
2. Damage Identiﬁcation
Next, it is not necessary to match every pixel in the vertical image to its corresponding
pixel in the registered tilted image. In fact, this is what was accomplished for the
undamaged plane in the registration process. Therefore, the disparity search should
only be performed on pixels that lie in the damaged portions of the tile. Nothing
is lost if the search is performed on undamaged tile, however it is computationally
ineﬃcient. It can be noticed in the previous images that the undamaged surface of
the tile is black and the damaged portions are white. Therefore the search only need
to be performed on the ‘white’ areas of the tile. It should not be simply the white
pixels that are searched, however, because many of these areas are serial numbers, or
the edges of the damage. A true/false map was therefore created using a ‘smoothed’
vertical image. This smoothing is a low pass ﬁlter, or simply an averaging of the
pixels in a box centered about each pixel in the image. For this process, a 9 x 9
pixel box was used. The low-pass ﬁlter results in a blurring eﬀect, obscuring sharp
features like the serial numbers and the edges of the damage. An example of this
smoothing is shown in Figure 33. Once the image has been smoothed, a true/false
map is created where the pixels above a certain value are given a value of 1, and the
pixels below a certain value are given a value of 0. This map gives the search region
for the disparity search, where pixel locations that were given a value of 1, or true,
are searched for disparity. Pixel locations that were given a value 0, or false, are
assumed to be undamaged tile and not searched. As can be seen from Figure 33,
the boundaries of the damaged areas are blurred and have increased in size. This
smoothing, along with the corresponding truth map, ensures that the entire damaged
area is searched. An example of the truth map is shown in Figure 34. It can be seen
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Fig. 33. Example of Low Pass Filter, 9x9 Smoothing.
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Fig. 34. Example of True/False Map for Disparity Search.
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from Figure 34 that all the pixels that lie outside the box outlined in Figure 32 are
given a value of false, because they are not to be considered anyways. The damaged
areas inside this box are given a value of true, along with some of the serial numbers.
Most of the serial numbers were given false values, due to the low-pass ﬁlter losing
the detail of the white in the surrounding black tile. The serial number areas that are
left are acceptable, because if the cutoﬀ value for the truth map is raised so high as to
give the serial numbers a false value, then it is likely that pixels in the damaged areas
may have similar gray values and also be given a false value, thereby precluding them
from the disparity search. Therefore some of the serial numbers will be searched for
disparity and their matches will be disregarded by the user through inspection. It is
also noticed that the true values in the map for the damaged areas are larger than
the damaged areas themselves, as was shown earlier. This is desirable and is a result
of the low-pass ﬁlter. It is advantageous to search for disparity in a region larger than
the damage, to ensure that the entire damaged region is searched.
3. Window Shifting for Area Matching
All that is left is to do the actual disparity search on the damaged areas. For each of
the pixels that lie in the truth area of Figure 34 a 13 column x 7 row pixel window
is made around it to area match. First, a weight matrix of the same size is created.
The weight matrix used is an exponential decay matrix and will weight the edges of
the area box the same. First a 13 x 7 matrix, xr, is created with every row equal and
given as:
[
2.00 1.67 1.33 1.00 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.67 1.00 1.33 1.67 2.00
]
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Next, a 13 x 7 matrix, yc, is made with every column equal and given as:
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2.000
1.333
0.667
0.000
0.667
1.333
2.000
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Next, each entry in the 13 x 7 weight matrix is given by Equation 5.7, where both the
exponentiation and the square are on an element-by-element basis in the matrices xr
and yc.
wt (i, j) = e−xr(i,j)
2−yc(i,j)2 (5.7)
Finally the weight matrix is normalized by the sum total to ensure no scaling eﬀects.
As was stated above, each pixel that lies in the truth area of Figure 34 in the
near-vertical image will be matched to a pixel in the registered tilted image that
corresponds to the same features. A 13 x 7 pixel window, or subset of the image,
is taken surrounding this pixel. Next, a 13 x 7 window, or image subset, is made
around the corresponding pixel location in the registered tilted image. Figure 35 is
an example of this procedure in the master image. The numbers are the pixel values
at each location in the master image. The pixel to be identiﬁed is the bold 21. The
13 x 7 window is shown as the line outlining the pixel values. Figure 36 shows the
same procedure for the slave image. The 13 x 7 window is centered around the same
pixel location in the slave image, which in this case is the bold 23. However, it is
still likely that some of the pixels in one image are under diﬀerent lighting conditions
than the same pixel area in the other image. Therefore each value in the window
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39 38 36 33 30 27 25 24 23 22 21 19 17 16 14 13 13 
37 35 32 29 27 26 24 23 22 21 19 17 16 14 13 13 13 
35 32 29 27 25 25 24 22 21 19 17 16 14 13 13 12 12 
33 29 27 25 25 24 22 21 19 17 16 14 13 13 12 12 12 
30 27 25 24 24 23 21 19 17 16 15 14 13 13 12 12 12 
28 26 24 24 23 21 19 17 16 15 14 13 13 13 12 12 12 
26 25 24 23 21 20 17 16 15 14 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 
 
Fig. 35. Example of 13 x 7 Window for Master Image.
27 27 27 27 26 26 27 25 25 25 23 21 18 15 14 14 13 
27 27 26 25 26 26 26 26 24 23 21 19 16 13 13 13 14 
27 27 26 26 25 26 25 24 23 21 18 16 14 13 14 13 14 
27 27 27 27 26 26 24 23 21 18 15 14 14 14 13 13 14 
27 27 27 27 26 25 23 21 18 15 14 14 13 14 14 13 14 
27 27 26 25 24 23 20 17 15 14 14 13 13 14 14 14 15 
27 26 25 24 23 21 18 14 14 13 13 14 13 13 14 15 14 
 
Fig. 36. Example of 13 x 7 Window for Slave Image.
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in the master, or vertical, image is divided by the pixel value that the window is
centered about. This can be seen in Figure 37, where only the window of Figure 35
is reproduced. Each value in the master window has been divided by the value in
the center, or 21. Similarly, each pixel in the slave window is divided by the pixel
value that the box is centered about. Figure 38 shows this for the window in Figure
36. The pixel value in the center of the window in both images should obviously be
1.667 1.524 1.381 1.286 1.238 1.143 1.095 1.048 1 0.905 0.81 0.762 0.667
1.524 1.381 1.286 1.19 1.19 1.143 1.048 1 0.905 0.81 0.762 0.667 0.619
1.381 1.286 1.19 1.19 1.143 1.048 1 0.905 0.81 0.762 0.667 0.619 0.619
1.286 1.19 1.143 1.143 1.095 1 0.905 0.81 0.762 0.714 0.667 0.619 0.619
1.238 1.143 1.143 1.095 1 0.905 0.81 0.762 0.714 0.667 0.619 0.619 0.619
Fig. 37. Example of Window Scaling for Master Image.
1.174 1.13 1.087 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.043 1 0.913 0.826 0.696 0.565
1.174 1.13 1.13 1.087 1.13 1.087 1.043 1 0.913 0.783 0.696 0.609 0.565
1.174 1.174 1.174 1.13 1.13 1.043 1 0.913 0.783 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.609
1.174 1.174 1.174 1.13 1.087 1 0.913 0.783 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.565 0.609
1.174 1.13 1.087 1.043 1 0.87 0.739 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.565 0.565 0.609
Fig. 38. Example of Window Scaling for Slave Image.
1, and therefore will not provide any comparison between the two images. Therefore
the pixel location at the center of the window in the slave image is replaced by the
ratio of the center pixel value from the slave window to the center pixel value in the
master window. The center pixel, being the most heavily weighted from the weight
matrix used, gives a reference to make sure that the pixel you are searching for is
very similar to the same one in the master image. For the above example, this would
mean that the center value for the scaled slave window is replaced by 23/21. This
can be seen in Figure 39, where the 1 from Figure 38 has been replaced by the ratio
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above.
1.174 1.13 1.087 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.043 1 0.913 0.826 0.696 0.565
1.174 1.13 1.13 1.087 1.13 1.087 1.043 1 0.913 0.783 0.696 0.609 0.565
1.174 1.174 1.174 1.13 1.13 1.043 1.095 0.913 0.783 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.609
1.174 1.174 1.174 1.13 1.087 1 0.913 0.783 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.565 0.609
1.174 1.13 1.087 1.043 1 0.87 0.739 0.652 0.609 0.609 0.565 0.565 0.609
Fig. 39. Example of Window Scaling for Center Value in Slave Image.
The window in the slave image will be slid along the row, or epipolar line since
the images are registered together, and the new window in the slave image will also
be compared to the stationary window in the master image. This is shown in Figure
40, where the window of Figure 36 has been slid one pixel to the right and is now
centered upon the bold 21. This window will also be scaled similar to Figure 39, and
is shown in Figure 41. It can be noticed that the center value in Figure 41 is still
27 27 27 27 26 26 27 25 25 25 23 21 18 15 14 14 13 
27 27 26 25 26 26 26 26 24 23 21 19 16 13 13 13 14 
27 27 26 26 25 26 25 24 23 21 18 16 14 13 14 13 14 
27 27 27 27 26 26 24 23 21 18 15 14 14 14 13 13 14 
27 27 27 27 26 25 23 21 18 15 14 14 13 14 14 13 14 
27 27 26 25 24 23 20 17 15 14 14 13 13 14 14 14 15 
27 26 25 24 23 21 18 14 14 13 13 14 13 13 14 15 14 
 
Fig. 40. Example of Window Shift for Slave Image.
1.238 1.19 1.238 1.238 1.238 1.238 1.143 1.095 1 0.905 0.762 0.619 0.619
1.238 1.238 1.19 1.238 1.19 1.143 1.095 1 0.857 0.762 0.667 0.619 0.667
1.286 1.286 1.238 1.238 1.143 1.095 1 0.857 0.714 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.619
1.286 1.286 1.238 1.19 1.095 1 0.857 0.714 0.667 0.667 0.619 0.667 0.667
1.238 1.19 1.143 1.095 0.952 0.81 0.714 0.667 0.667 0.619 0.619 0.667 0.667
Fig. 41. Example of Window Shift and Scaling for Slave Image.
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1, however this is due simply to the fact that the center values in the master window
and the new slave window are both 21.
It is desired to perform a least squares matching as the slave window is slid along
the epipolar line. This matching will seek to minimize Equation 5.8, where win1 is
the stationary window in the master image, and win2 is the k
th window in the slave
image [14].
err (k) =
∑
i
∑
j
wt(i, j) ∗ (win1(i, j)− win2(i, j, k))2 (5.8)
A new value for err will be found for each new window location in the slave image.
Because the err value in Equation 5.8 is the sum square diﬀerence between the two
windows, the least value will be the window location in the slave image that is the
best ﬁt.
The window in the slave image will be slid in the direction of the anticipated
disparity shift. Depending on the rotation, positive or negative, the shift will either
be left or rightward due to depth damage. Typically, the shift from the ﬁrst centered
pixel in the slave image in the direction of the rotation is from -2 to 8 pixels, in whole
pixel increments. Starting at -2 ensures that if the damage caused the tile to actually
extrude above the damage plane, it will still be found. The 8 pixels in the direction
of expected disparity shift is due to the expected damage depths of about 0.25 inches
to about 2 inches.
Therefore there will be 11 values for err in Equation 5.8, one for each of the
window locations in the slave image. The smallest err value will correspond to the
best whole pixel slave window shift match to the master window. This location should
be very close to the location a2 in Figure 8. In order to ﬁnd the best match, however,
sub-pixel shift accuracy is preferred. This can be shown in Figure 42, where the
locations on a curve for each of the pixel window shift values are shown. It can be
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Fig. 42. Example of Minimum Pixel Window Shift.
seen that the minimum whole pixel shift value is 2, however this is not the minimum
of the curve. To ﬁnd the minimum, therefore, a 2nd order polynomial ﬁt for the data
is found. The minimum whole number value and the value on either side are used.
For the example in Figure 42, this would be the points located at 1, 2, and 3. For
each of these points a 2nd order polynomial can be written as Equation 5.9.
f (xi) = a ∗ x2i + b ∗ xi + c (5.9)
These three equations are put in matrix form as shown in Equation 5.10 and in
compact form in Equation 5.11.
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
f (x1)
f (x2)
f (x3)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x21 x1 1
x22 x2 1
x23 x3 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a
b
c
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5.10)
f = Hx (5.11)
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Then the values for the polynomial constants, x, can be found quite easily. This will
ﬁt a curve to these three values, and the minimum is found at the location shown in
Figure 42 as −b
2a
[15].
Another feature of ﬁtting a polynomial to the data is that the curvature, a, gives
a good measure as to the certainty of the minimum. If the curvature is high, then it
is more likely that the match is good. If the curvature is low, however, the data lie
on a ﬂatter line, and it is likely that the match is not very good.
E. Disparity Results
The regions of interest found in the truth map of Figure 34 are shown in Figure 43.
These regions were noted by NASA as areas for the proof-of-concept test. The pixel
disparity for these regions are shown in Figure 44, where damage is shown positive
for clarity. The image tilt angles used to determine these disparities were 5◦ and 20◦.
It can be seen in Figure 44 that the areas shown in Figure 43 show considerable
damage. It is to be noted that the large spike at the top left of Figure 44 is the
circular hole that was cut out in Figure 43. Since this hole was machined out, there
was very little texture for the area search to ﬁnd and is not a good ﬁt. It can also be
noted that damage such as this will not be found on orbit.
Pixel disparity for each of the regions shown in Figure 43 are shown in detail in
Figures 45 - 52.
1. Damage Depth Determination
Once the sub-pixel disparity shift has been found, all that is left is to convert the
pixel disparity shift to depth. Figure 53 is similar to Figure 8. In Figure 53, a vertical
image taken at exposure station L1 and a tilted image taken at exposure station L2
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Fig. 43. Regions of Interest in Tile Damage.
Fig. 44. Pixel Disparity for Regions of Interest.
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Fig. 45. Pixel Disparity for Region D.
Fig. 46. Pixel Disparity for Region E.
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Fig. 47. Pixel Disparity for Region F.
Fig. 48. Pixel Disparity for Region G.
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Fig. 49. Pixel Disparity for Region H.
Fig. 50. Pixel Disparity for Region I.
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Fig. 51. Pixel Disparity for Region J.
Fig. 52. Pixel Disparity for Region K.
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Fig. 53. Depth Determination from Disparity.
and tilt angle φ are shown. Both are taken at the same distance, H , from the object
point, A. However, due to damage, object point A is a distance d below the surface.
The shift in the expected location of object point A in the tilted image (given as the
point where A would lie on the surface if were undamaged) to the actual location is
given as p.
The goal is to determine d given p. The pixel shift, is converted to p simply
by multiplying the pixel shift, which was found in the disparity search above, by the
pixel sampling, or the distance covered by each pixel on the surface. For our test, the
pixel sampling was found by measuring the metal plate used in the test, and then
counting the number of pixels it took to cross it, and dividing the two numbers. In
the ﬁnal setup, this could be done by knowing the orientation of the orbiter and the
size of certain features in the image, like the size of the square tiles.
Once the number of pixels has been converted to a distance, the damage can be
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found through Equation 5.12.
d =
p
tan (φ)
(5.12)
However, it may prove to be necessary to use two images that are both tilted.
Figure 54 shows the geometry for this scenario.
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Fig. 54. Depth Determination from Disparity for Two Tilted Images.
In Figure 54, the expected location of the damage is now referenced to the image
taken at station L1. Therefore the pixel disparity that is found from the photogram-
metric algorithm above, is p2. Equations 5.13 and 5.14 show the relationships between
the tilt angles and disparity shift for the two images in Figure 54.
tan (φ1) =
p1
d
(5.13)
tan (φ2) =
p2 + p1
d
(5.14)
Subtracting Equation 5.14 from 5.13 and solving for d eliminates the unknown p1 and
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gives Equation 5.15.
d =
p2
tan (φ2)− tan (φ1) (5.15)
One can notice that if the ﬁrst angle, φ1 is set to 0, Equation 5.15 reduces to
Equation 5.12 as expected. This process was performed on the data given in Figures
45 - 52.
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CHAPTER VI
DATA VALIDATION
The photogrammetric algorithm developed is not by any means perfect. It will have
some systematic errors that arise simply from photography, and also random errors
that arise from the pixel matching. It is desired, however, that even given the random
errors in the photogrammetry, that the data still be valid within the range speciﬁed
in Chapter I Section A.
A. Truth Comparison
A depth map of the damaged spots on the tiles was made by NASA using a laser at
a very close range. This data was provided at the test to use as a truth comparison
for the above processes. The truth data was very dense, and at a much higher spatial
resolution than available for the imaging process. Therefore it had to be re-gridded
and resampled using the techniques of Chapter III Section B2. Other processing also
had to be performed on the truth data to get it into the same form to compare to
the photogrammetry results. Something that can be noticed by observing Figures 45
- 52 is that the pixel-to-pixel noise ratio for the pixel disparity is very high. This
is evident in the spikes and ‘jumpiness’ in the data. To reduce this hindrance, both
the truth data and the pixel disparity data were resampled by a factor of 2. This
resampling, however, still leaves enough resolution for the 0.3” lateral requirement.
A comparison of the truth data to the photogrammetric results was performed on
each of the areas labeled in Figure 43. However, the truth data for areas H through J
were scaled incorrectly in the truth data and therefore could not be re-gridded within
reasonable certainty. A comparison for areas D through G are shown in Figures 55
through 58. To show a better view of the comparison, a cross section across the
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middle of the damaged areas was used in Figures 55 - 58. The drop in the edges of
the truth data to around -1.5 is due to the fact that the truth data stopped at the
very edge of the damage. Data that was not available in the truth data was given a
large negative value for inspection.
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Fig. 55. Depth Comparison for Area D.
It was noted earlier that the tilt angles used in the photogrammetric algorithm
were 5◦ and 20◦. Many diﬀerent angles were tried, however due to some specular
regions, some of the angles were not usable. A visual comparison of each of the entire
damaged areas is shown in Figure 59, where black indicates shallow, or undamaged,
areas and the bright areas are deep. The damaged areas on the top half of Figure
59 are the photogrammetric data, and the damages areas on the bottom half are the
truth data from NASA.
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Fig. 56. Depth Comparison for Area E.
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Fig. 57. Depth Comparison for Area F.
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Fig. 58. Depth Comparison for Area G.
B. Error Determination
Given the requirements for inspection, it is necessary to determine the error in the
photogrammetric data. Figures 60 - 63 show the error between the photogrammetric
data and the truth data for the cross sections shown in Figures 55 - 58.
As can be seen from Figures 60 - 63, the photogrammetric analysis performed
very well. There are, however, a couple of spots where the error between the pho-
togrammetric analysis and the truth exceeded the error limits. However, it is to be
noticed that this occurred in only a few spots and was very brief, only for a pixel or
two.
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Fig. 59. Visual Comparison to Truth Data for Tile Damage.
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Fig. 60. Depth Error for Area D.
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Fig. 61. Depth Error for Area E.
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Fig. 62. Depth Error for Area F.
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Fig. 63. Depth Error for Area G.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As was shown in Chapter VI, the photogrammetric analysis developed in Chapters
IV and V performed very well. There were only a few spots in the damaged areas D
through G where the error broke the 0.25” bounds. However, it is still desired that
there be no places where the error is greater than 0.25”. There are a few things that
can be done to reduce this error.
First, there are systematic errors in the photography, or image taking process.
These arise from the fact that the lens is not a perfect pin-hole. Due to lighting con-
straints, every camera has a ﬁnite sized aperture for which to let light through. This
causes distortions in the image. These distortions were not corrected for in this pro-
cess, since the ﬁnal camera properties are not known. However, once the ﬁnal version
of the camera is completed, a calibration procedure can be performed on the camera.
This will encompass taking many pictures of test patterns to determine the non-linear
distortions of the camera. Using the data from such a calibration procedure, the im-
ages can be corrected back to an ‘ideal’ image before the photogrammetric process is
performed.
There are also random eﬀects that arise from the diﬀerent feature points selected,
and in the angles chosen. However, these errors will diminish once the systematic
errors are reduced. Once the images are corrected for distortion, fewer feature points
will be required for the registration process.
Even with the errors above, however, this process provided encouraging results
for a passive Orbiter TPS inspection system. Due to the time and physical limitations
from using an active system, such a passive system that can be automated on orbit
and processed on the ground provides an extremely useful route.
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Not to us, O LORD, not to us
But to Your name give glory
